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NEW POLL RESULTS — Oklahoma Voters Oppose Tax Cut While State Faces Budget Shortfall

As Oklahoma faces a state budget shortfall, a majority of voters support delaying or cancelling next
year’s scheduled cut to the state’s top personal income tax rate. Voters fear that the cut will lead to less
funding for state services they value, and their opposition increases when told the largest cuts will go to
the wealthiest households in Oklahoma. Voters also support accepting federal funding for the state’s
low-income healthcare programs and implementing the combined reporting tax reform. Key findings
from Global Strategy Group’s recent poll of 500 registered voters in Oklahoma are as follows:
Most Oklahomans oppose moving forward with next year’s PIT cut if it risks funding for state services
A majority of voters (60%) are against the quarter percent cut to the state’s top personal income tax
rate scheduled for 2016 after hearing that “the tax cut will leave Oklahoma with $57 million less in tax
revenues to fund state services like education, public safety, and health care at a time when there is a
$611 million shortfall in next year’s state budget.” Only 33% still want to enact the cut despite the
jeopardized funding.



Democrats (70%) and Independents (68%) are strongly against the PIT cut, including 65% of selfdescribed conservative Democrats. Republicans are also more likely to oppose (47%) than support
(45%) lowering the rate.



Among those opposed to the 2016 cut, just as many believe that the cut should be cancelled (45%)
as that it should be delayed until there is no budget shortfall (45%).



The bottom line – Oklahomans value the services provided by the state and believe an income tax
cut can wait until sunnier days for the state budget.

Concerns about fairness increases opposition to the scheduled cut even further
Opposition to the cut grows (29% support/64% oppose) when voters learn that “over 40% of
Oklahomans will not receive a tax cut at all, the average reduction for middle-income families will be
$31, and the largest tax cuts will go to the wealthiest Oklahoma households.”



Based on this new information, large majorities of Democrats (75%) and Independents (71%) are
against the planned cut, along with over half of all Republicans (52%). This includes half of all selfdescribed conservatives (50%) and most conservative Democrats (61%).



Disparities in how the cut will be distributed leads more of those opposed to lowering the PIT rate to
say it should cancelled (48%) than that it should be delayed (44%).



The bottom line – voters oppose giving the wealthiest Oklahomans a tax break that could
jeopardize funding for state services.
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Voters want Oklahoma to accept federal funds for health care programs and implement combined
reporting to help erase the budget deficit
In order to reduce the state budget shortfall, a majority of voters support using federal funds to pay for
the state’s healthcare programs for low-income adults (63%) and implementing the combined reporting
tax reform for corporations (56%). There is less support for delaying the funding increase for road and
bridge repairs (44%) and ending the double deduction tax break for state income taxes (43%).



Large majorities of Democrats (77%) and Independents (69%), as well as most conservative
Democrats (69%), favor taking federal funds for programs like Soonercare and Insure Oklahoma. A
plurality of Republicans (46% support/40% opposes) and conservatives (46% support/43% oppose)
also support this idea to close the budget gap.



Combined reporting has its strongest support among Republicans (60%) and conservatives (58%).
Most Democrats (54%) and pluralities of Independents (48% support/46% oppose) and conservative
Democrats (48% support/42% oppose) also favor implementing this tax reform.

Policy Proposal

Support

Oppose

Save 450 million dollars over the next 10 years by accepting federal funds to expand
eligibility for low-income adults in Oklahoma’s health insurance programs like
Soonercare and Insure Oklahoma

63%

29%

Boost state corporate income tax collections by as much as 80 million dollars
annually by closing the Oklahoma tax loophole that allows multi-state corporations
to shift profits to out-of-state subsidiaries to decrease their state taxes

56%

36%

Delay next year’s 60 million dollar automatic funding increase for maintaining and
upgrading of Oklahoma’s roads and bridges until the budget improves

44%

52%

Collect an additional 97 million dollars annually by ending the double deduction tax
break that lets Oklahomans who claim itemized deductions on their federal return
to also claim the deduction for their state income taxes on their state tax return.

43%

41%

Oklahomans believe there should be no delay in using the Rainy Day Fund this year
Two-thirds of voters (65%) think the state should use some of the eligible Rainy Day funds to protect
funding for state services this year. Far fewer believe all of the available funds (17%) or none of the
funds (16%) should be tapped.



This preference for using some of the Rainy Day Fund extends to majorities of Independents (72%),
Republicans (69%), and Democrats (58%).



The bottom line – there are options available to Oklahoma’s policymakers that will help close the
budget gap and that hold strong voter approval.
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Voters are not demanding more income tax cuts and place a greater premium on education funding
More Oklahomans say the state has cut the top PIT rate too much (33%) or the right amount (29%) over
the past decade than not enough (27%). Instead of more tax cuts, they believe the better policy is more
education investments. A large majority (68%) continues to say that “an educated and well-trained
workforce” is more important for attracting businesses to Oklahoma than “lower personal income tax
rates” (20%), and an even larger majority believes that Oklahoma doesn’t spend enough on education
(74%) rather than the right amount (13%) or too much (8%).



Republicans have a greater tendency to believe the PIT has not been cut enough (33%), yet even
they are more likely to believe cuts have been just about right (34%) or too much (22%). The largest
number of Democrats (38%) and Independents (50%) say taxes have been cut too much, and few
say not enough (24% of Democrats and 18% of Independents).



Belief that “low personal income tax rates” are more important for attracting businesses to locate
and invest in Oklahoma dropped 5 points from our findings last year (down from 25%) while those
who say “an educated and well-trained workforce” has stayed the same.



Most Democrats (83%), Independents (73%), and Republicans (65%) believe the state isn’t spending
enough on education, including large majorities of conservatives (62%) and conservative Democrats
(74%).
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ABOUT THIS POLL
Global Strategy Group conducted a survey on March 26-29, 2015 with 500 registered voters in Oklahoma. The
results have a margin of error of +/-4.4%, and care has been taken to ensure the geographic and demographic
divisions of the expected electorate are properly represented based on past voter turnout statistics.
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